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Blood Royal - Hugh Bicheno 2016-10-06
THE REAL GAME OF THRONES CONTINUES... Blood Royal is the second volume of a magisterial new
interpretation of the savage struggle for supreme power between and within the Plantagenet houses of
Lancaster and York from 1450 until 1485. It is a story of closely interwoven families riven by ambition,
hatred and treachery, told in chapters narrating the points of view of the key players in England’s longest
and bloodiest civil war. Battle Royal ended with the Lancastrian cause crushed and the Yorkist usurper
Edward IV firmly established on the throne. Blood Royal details the renewed and chronic instability sparked
by Edward’s humiliation of Duchess Cecily, his imperious mother, and her nephew the Neville double earl
known to history as ‘Warwick the Kingmaker’, by secretly marrying the beautiful commoner Elizabeth
Woodville. In her fury Duchess Cecily tells her sons George of Clarence and Richard of Gloucester that
Edward, who is totally unlike them, is the product of her adultery and not their father’s heir. Edward’s brief
overthrow in 1470-71, the execution of Clarence in 1478 and the usurpation and murder of Edward’s young
sons by Richard of Gloucester in 1483 all followed from that poisonous revelation. Readers may judge that
the 331-year-old Plantagenet dynasty came to a fitting end with the death of Richard on Bosworth Field in
1485, to be replaced by the Tudors and a vigorous new era in English history.
The Centennial Universal History - Israel Smith Clare 1876
Blood and Roses - Helen Castor 2007-04-03
The Wars of the Roses tore England asunder. Over the course of thirty years, four kings lost their thrones,
countless men lost their lives on the battlefield or their heads on the block, and others found themselves
suddenly flush with gold. Yet until now, little has been written about the ordinary people who lived through
this extraordinary time. Blood and Roses is a gripping, intimate story of one determined family conducting
everyday business against the backdrop of a disintegrating society and savage civil war. Drawing on a rare
trove of letters discovered in a tumbledown stately home, historian Helen Castor reconstructs the turbulent
affairs of the Pastons through three generations of births, marriages, and deaths as they single-mindedly
worked their way up from farmers to landed gentry. It is a remarkable chronicle of devotion, ambition, and
survival that brings a remote and hazy era to vibrant new life.
The Queen of Last Hopes - Susan Higginbotham 2011-01-01
A man other than my husband sits on England's throne today. What would happen if this king suddenly
went mad? What would his queen do? Would she make the same mistakes I did, or would she learn from
mine? Margaret of Anjou, queen of England, cannot give up on her husband-even when he slips into
insanity. And as mother to the House of Lancaster's last hope, she cannot give up on her son-even when
England turns against them. This gripping tale of a queen forced to stand strong in the face of
overwhelming odds is at its heart a tender tale of love. Award-winning author Susan Higginbotham will
once again ask readers to question everything they know about right and wrong, compassion and hope,
duty to one's country and the desire of one's own heart. Praise for Susan Higginbotham "A beautiful
blending of turbulent history and deeply felt fiction, Susan Higginbotham's The Queen of Last Hopes brings
alive an amazing woman often overlooked or slandered by historians. Higginbotham has given readers of
historical fiction a gift to treasure." -Karen Harper, New York Times bestselling author of The Irish Princess
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"A compelling, fast paced, and well-written saga that is destined to both entertain and educate anyone
interested in the spirited and fascinating Margaret of Anjou for generations to come!" -D. L. Bogdan, author
of Secrets of the Tudor Court "The Queen of Last Hopes is an inspiring novel of a woman who, in the face of
betrayal and loss, would not surrender. Susan Higginbotham brings Margaret of Anjou to life and tells the
story of the Frenchwoman who was one of the strongest queens England has ever known." -Christy English,
author of The Queen's Pawn and To Be Queen
Blood-red the Roses; the Wars of the Roses - Clifford Lindsey Alderman 1973
The Right of Succession to the Kingdom of England - Sir Thomas Craig 1703
The History of the County of Derby - Stephen Glover 1829
A Short History of the Wars of the Roses - David Grummitt 2014-01-20
The Wars of the Roses (c. 1455-1487) are renowned as an infamously savage and tangled slice of English
history. A bloody thirty-year struggle between the dynastic houses of Lancaster and York, they embraced
localised vendetta (such as the bitter northern feud between the Percies and Nevilles) as well as the formal
clash of royalist and rebel armies at St Albans, Ludford Bridge, Mortimer's Cross, Towton, Tewkesbury and
finally Bosworth, when the usurping Yorkist king, Richard III, was crushed by Henry Tudor. Powerful
personalities dominate the period: the charismatic and enigmatic Richard III, immortalized by Shakespeare;
the slippery Warwick, the Kingmaker', who finally over-reached ambition to be cut down at the Battle of
Barnet; and guileful women like Elizabeth Woodville and Margaret of Anjou, who for a time ruled the
kingdom in her husband's stead. David Grummitt places the violent events of this complex time in the wider
context of fifteenth-century kingship and the development of English political culture.Never losing sight of
the traumatic impact of war on the lives of those who either fought in or were touched by battle, this
captivating new history will make compelling reading for students of the late medieval period and Tudor
England, as well as for general readers.
The Wars of the Roses In Plain and Simple English - William Shakespeare 2013-08-26
The first and second tetralogies are collected here in one giant anthology. If you've always wanted to read
Shakespeare's histories, but have a hard time with the language, this modern English adaptation will help
you; the original translation is also included. This anthology includes the following plays: Henry VI, Part 1
Henry VI, Part 2 Henry VI, Part 3 Richard III Richard II Henry IV, Part 1 Henry IV, Part 2 Henry V We all
need refreshers every now and then. Whether you are a student trying to cram for that big final, or
someone just trying to understand a book more, BookCaps can help. We are a small, but growing company,
and are adding titles every month.
The Royal Lineage of Our Noble and Gentle Families (principally Devonians) ... - Joseph Foster 1891
Blood Sisters - Sarah Gristwood 2014-03-04
The Wars of the Roses, which tore apart the ruling Plantagenet family in fifteenth-century England, was
truly a domestic drama, as fraught and intimate as any family feud before or since. But as acclaimed
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historian Sarah Gristwood reveals, while the events of this turbulent time are usually described in terms of
the men who fought and died seeking the throne, a handful of powerful women would prove just as decisive
as their kinfolks’ clashing armies. A richly drawn, absorbing epic, Blood Sisters reveals how women helped
to end the Wars of the Roses, paving the way for the Tudor age—and the creation of modern England.
The Wars of the Roses - Michael Hicks 2010-10-26
A new assessment of the battle for the English throne: “All readers interested in late medieval history will
appreciate this” (Library Journal). The Wars of the Roses (1455–85) were a major turning point in English
history. But the underlying causes for the successive upheavals have been hotly contested by historians
ever since. In this original and stimulating new synthesis, distinguished historian Michael Hicks examines
the difficult economic, military, and financial crises and explains, for the first time, the real reasons why the
conflicts between the House of Lancaster and the House of York began, why they kept recurring, and why,
eventually, they ceased. Alongside fresh assessments of key personalities, Hicks sheds new light on the
significance of the involvement of the people in politics, the intervention of foreign powers in English
affairs, and a fifteenth-century credit crunch. Combining a meticulous dissection of competing dynamics
with a clear account of the course of events, this is a definitive and indispensable history of a compelling,
complex period.
Blood Royal: The Wars of the Roses: 1462-1485 - Hugh Bicheno 2017-06-06
The concluding volume to this rousing two-part history of the Wars of the Roses, England’s longest and
bloodiest civil war, narrated by a master historian. England, 1462. The Yorkist Edward IV has been king for
three years since his victory at Towton. The former Lancastrian King Henry VI languishes in the Tower of
London. But Edward will soon alienate his backers by favoring the family of his ambitious wife, Elizabeth
Woodville. And he will fall out with his chief supporter, Warwick “the Kingmaker,” with dire consequences.
Told with extraordinary authority and narrative verve, Blood Royal is the second part of a two-volume
history of the dynastic wars fought between the houses of Lancaster and York for the English throne from
1450 until 1485. Hugh Bicheno tells the story of the Wars of the Roses as an enthralling, character-driven
saga of interwoven families, narrating each chapter from the point of view of a key player in the wider
drama. This latest volume describes three Lancastrian attempts to overthrow the Yorkists, ending with the
death of Edward's successor, Richard III, at Bosworth in 1485—and the accession of Henry VII and the rise
of the Tudor dynasty.
Blood Royal - Hugh Bicheno 2016-10-06
Irish Builder and Engineer - 1898
The Brothers York - Thomas Penn 2020-06-16
Vicious battles, powerful monarchs, and royal intrigue abound in this “gripping, complex, and sensational”
(Hilary Mantel) true story of the War of the Roses—a struggle among three brothers, two of whom became
kings, and the inspiration for Shakespeare’s Richard III. In 15th-century England, two royal families, the
House of York and the House of Lancaster, fought a bitter, decades-long civil war for the English throne. As
their symbols were a red rose for Lancaster and a white rose for York, the conflict became known as the
War of the Roses. During this time, the house of York came to dominate England. At its heart were three
charismatic brothers–King Edward IV, and his two younger siblings George and Richard—who became the
figureheads of a spectacular ruling dynasty. Together, they looked invincible. But with Edward’s
ascendancy, the brothers began to turn on one another, unleashing a catastrophic chain of rebellion,
vendetta, fratricide, usurpation, and regicide. The brutal end came at Bosworth Field in 1485, with the
death of the youngest, then Richard III, at the hands of a new usurper, Henry Tudor, later Henry VII,
progenitor of the Tudor line of monarchs. The Brothers York recounts a conflict that fractured England for
a generation “with masterly skill” (The Wall Street Journal) in which “the tragedy and brutality of the Wars
of the Roses jumps out from every page” (Financial Times). As gripping as any historical fiction, Thomas
Penn paints “a dramatic portrait of 15th-century England…[and] brings keen understanding and a sharp
eye for detail to his prodigiously researched, engrossing history of the decades-long fight between
Lancaster and York” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review).
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The History of the County of Derby ... Edited by T. Noble - Stephen Glover 1829
Lancaster Against York - Trevor Royle 2008-07-22
Furnishes a definitive account of the long and brutal battle between the rival houses of Lancaster and York
for control of the British throne, documenting the intrigue, violence, and political machinations that
dominated British history as the rival heirs of King Edward III fought for the ultimate prize. 20,000 first
printing.
Ravenspur: Rise of the Tudors - Conn Iggulden 2017-12-05
Witness the rise of the Tudor dynasty—in this concluding volume to Conn Iggulden’s vigorous and
commanding retelling of the Wars of the Roses. England, 1470. A divided kingdom cannot stand. King
Edward of York has been driven out of England. Queen Elizabeth and her children tremble in sanctuary at
Westminster Abbey. The House of Lancaster has won the crown, but York will not go quietly. Desperate to
reclaim his throne, Edward lands at Ravenspur with a half-drowned army and his brother Richard at his
side. Every hand is against them, every city gate is shut, yet the brothers York go on the attack. But neither
sees that their true enemy is Henry Tudor, now grown into a man. As the Red Dragon—“the man of
destiny”— his claim to the throne leads to Bosworth Field and a battle that will bring an end to the Wars of
the Roses . . .
Red Roses - Amy Licence 2016-03-07
The Wars of the Roses were not just fought by men on the battlefield. There were daughters, wives,
mistresses, mothers and queens whose lives and influences helped shape the most dramatic of English
conflicts. This book traces the women's stories on the Lancastrian side, from the children of Blanche, wife
of John of Gaunt, through the turbulent 15th century to the advent of Margaret Beaufort's son in 1509, and
establishment of the Tudor dynasty. From Katherine Swynford and Catherine of Valois's secret liaisons to
the love lives of Mary de Bohun and Jacquetta of Luxembourg, to the Queenship of Joan of Navarre and
Margaret of Anjou, this book explores how these extraordinary women survived in extraordinary times.
T̀ime-honoured Lancaster' ... - Cross Fleury 1891
Encyclopedia of the Wars of the Roses - John A. Wagner 2001
This authoritative A–Z encyclopedia of the Wars of the Roses provides accurate and concise descriptions of
the major battles and events and the principal historical figures and issues involved. * More than 275
entries and over 40 illustrations * A map of the Wars of the Roses battle sites * Guide to related topics,
chronology, and genealogies * Table showing the involvement of the higher peerage in the Wars of the
Roses * List of Popes and English church leaders in the 15th century * List of selected websites for 15th
century topics
Illustrated Universal History: Being a Clear and Concise History of All Nations - Israel Smith Clare 1885
Lancaster And York - Alison Weir 2011-04-18
The war between the houses of Lancaster and York for the throne of England was characterised by
treachery, deceit and - at St Albans, Blore Hill and Towton, - some of the bloodiest and most dramatic
battles on England's soil. Between 1455 and 1487 the royal coffers were bankrupted and the conflict
resulted in the downfall of the houses of Lancaster and York and the emergence of the illustrious Tudor
dynasty. Alison Weir's lucid and gripping account focuses on the human side of history, on the people and
personalities involved in the conflict. At the centre of the book stands Henry VI, the pious king whose
mental instability led to political chaos, Richard Plantagenet, Duke of York and Henry's rival, and most
important of all, Margaret of Anjou, Henry's wife who took up her arms in her husband's cause and battled
for many years in a violent man's world.
The Wars of the Roses - Robin Neillands 2013-01-31
A concise and entertaining study of the vicious wars between the English noble houses of York and
Lancaster during the 15th century. The vicious wars between the English noble houses of York and
Lancaster marked the end of medieval England and the birth of the Renaissance. The end of that thirty-year
period of strife and bloodshed saw the collapse of the great Plantagenet dynasty, rulers of all England and
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much of France for over three hundred years, and the rise of the Tudors. All the characters are here: Henry
V and his luckless son, Henry VI, together with his unfortunate uncles, John of Bedford and Humphrey of
Gloucester, not to mention the notorious Richard III and his nephews - The Princes in the Tower. Neillands
skilfully tackles this complex period providing a clear and entertaining analysis.
Blood Royal - Eric Jager 2014-02-25
A riveting true story of murder and detection in 15th-century Paris, by one of the most brilliant medievalists
of his generation. On a chilly November night in 1407, Louis of Orleans was murdered by a band of masked
men. The crime stunned and paralyzed France since Louis had often ruled in place of his brother King
Charles, who had gone mad. As panic seized Paris, an investigation began. In charge was the Provost of
Paris, Guillaume de Tignonville, the city's chief law enforcement officer -- and one of history's first
detectives. As de Tignonville began to investigate, he realized that his hunt for the truth was much more
dangerous than he ever could have imagined. A rich portrait of a distant world, Blood Royal is a gripping
story of conspiracy, crime and an increasingly desperate hunt for the truth. And in Guillaume de
Tignonville, we have an unforgettable detective for the ages, a classic gumshoe for a cobblestoned era.
The Wars of the Roses - Dan Jones 2014-10-14
The author of the New York Times bestseller The Plantagenets and The Templars chronicles the next
chapter in British history—the historical backdrop for Game of Thrones The inspiration for the Channel 5
series Britain's Bloody Crown The crown of England changed hands five times over the course of the
fifteenth century, as two branches of the Plantagenet dynasty fought to the death for the right to rule. In
this riveting follow-up to The Plantagenets, celebrated historian Dan Jones describes how the longestreigning British royal family tore itself apart until it was finally replaced by the Tudors. Some of the
greatest heroes and villains of history were thrown together in these turbulent times, from Joan of Arc to
Henry V, whose victory at Agincourt marked the high point of the medieval monarchy, and Richard III, who
murdered his own nephews in a desperate bid to secure his stolen crown. This was a period when
headstrong queens and consorts seized power and bent men to their will. With vivid descriptions of the
battles of Towton and Bosworth, where the last Plantagenet king was slain, this dramatic narrative history
revels in bedlam and intrigue. It also offers a long-overdue corrective to Tudor propaganda, dismantling
their self-serving account of what they called the Wars of the Roses.
The House of Beaufort - Nathen Amin 2017-08-15
John of Gaunt's illegitimate line whose role in the Wars of the Roses led to the capture of the crown.
The History, Gazetteer, and Directory of the County of Derby - Stephen Glover 1829
The Story of the House of Lancaster - Henry Hartwright 1897
Battle Royal - Hugh Bicheno 2017-01-10
England, 1454: King Henry VI, having struggled for a decade to contain the violent feuding of his dukes, is
losing his mind. Disgruntled nobles support the regal claims of Richard, Duke of York, great-grandson of
Edward III. The stage is set for civil war.The first volume of an enthralling two-part history of the dynastic
wars fought between the houses of Lancaster and York, Battle Royal traces the conflict from its roots in the
1440s to the early 1460s—a period marked by the rise and fall of Richard of York, the deposition of Henry
VI following the Lancastrian defeat at Towton, and the subsequent seizure of his throne by Richard's son
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Edward.Charting a clear course through the dynastic complexities of fifteenth-century power politics, and
offering crisply authoritative analysis of the key battles of the Wars of the Roses, Battle Royal is a dynamic
and rigorously researched account of England's longest and bloodiest civil war.
The Memoirs of Philip de Commines, Lord of Argenton - Philippe de Commynes 1855
Royal Blood - Bertram Fields 2006-03-15
Immortalized by Shakespeare and historians, Richard III is history's royal villain. This book offers a look at
the case of Richard and the princes in the tower. It outlines and evaluates the arguments on both sides,
weighs the evidence, and offers the truth about this man. It also attempts to answer the questions inherent
in the drama.
Blood Royal - Iain Moncreiffe of that Ilk 1956
This book is a colourful exposition of the origin and development of royalty.
Battle Royal - Hugh Bicheno 2017-01-10
The enthralling story of the dynastic wars fought between the houses of Lancaster and York, the first of a
dynamic two-volume history of the Wars of the Roses.
Illustrated Universal History - Israel Smith Clare 1881
Blood Roses - Kathryn Warner 2018-10-08
The Wars of the Roses didn’t start on the battlefield: Blood Roses traces it back to the beginning. Starting
in 1245 with the founding of the House of Lancaster, Kathryn Warner follows a twisted path of political
intrigue, bloody war and fascinating characters over 200 years. From the Barons’ Wars to the overthrowing
of Edward II, Eleanor of Castile to Isabella of France, and true love to Loveday, Blood Roses reframes some
of the biggest events of the medieval era – not as stand-alone conflicts, but as part of a long-running family
feud that would have drastic consequences.
Rebels and Redcoats: The American Revolutionary War - Hugh Bicheno 2014-01-30
Due to the level of detail, maps are best viewed on a tablet. Controversial and revisionist history of
America’s first civil war. Published with hugely successful accompanying four-part BBC TV series – written
and presented by star military historian, Richard Holmes.
The history of the county of Derby, ed. by T. Noble - Stephen Glover 1829
Blood Royal - Hugh Bicheno 2018-05-08
England, 1462.The Yorkist Edward IV has been king for three years since his victory at Towton. The former
Lancastrian King Henry VI languishes in the Tower of London. But Edward will soon alienate his backers by
favoring the family of his ambitious wife, Elizabeth Woodville. And he will fall out with his chief supporter,
Warwick “the Kingmaker,” with dire consequences.Told with extraordinary authority and narrative verve,
Blood Royal is the second part of a two-volume history of the dynastic wars fought between the houses of
Lancaster and York for the English throne from 1450 until 1485. Hugh Bicheno tells the story of the Wars
of the Roses as an enthralling, character-driven saga of interwoven families, narrating each chapter from
the point of view of a key player in the wider drama.This latest volume describes three Lancastrian
attempts to overthrow the Yorkists, ending with the death of Edward's successor, Richard III, at Bosworth
in 1485—and the accession of Henry VII and the rise of the Tudor dynasty.
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